ONCE MORE UNTO THE BREACH
The War Graves Photographic Project Tour
15th-18th May 2009 - ARRAS
The beginning of April arrives and so too do Pauline's Emails with a list
of those going on the trip. Nice to see many familiar names and, even
better, some new ones. A second Email includes some guidance from
Steve along with our itinerary - 60 cemeteries and 96187 graves over 3
days - not bad. That is just over 2500 for each person to do.
Friday 15 May
The day arrives – well, nearly daytime for those at Henley. Will everyone
turn up on the correct day? Has Pauline arranged the rendezvous too
early? [References to previous boobs!]. We set off on time with John our
faithful driver once again. Pickups are made at Toddington Services, with a
breakfast stop. We leave the services at 07.26 and the sun comes out 07.27 it goes back in again.
The final pickup is made near the Eurotunnel terminus and then, due to
John's good driving, it is off on an earlier train than planned to France.
Sadly there had been a few late drop-outs due to illness and Pauline is
classed as “walking wounded” with a bad toe. She said it was not through
kicking Jim!

A rare picture of John
Smiling

We arrive in France to sunshine and head along the coast to Wimereux,
our first cemetery of the day. Apart from photographing all of the graves we
did stop to look at the grave of Lieutenant John Macrae who penned the
famous Poem ‘In Flanders Fields’. It is then on to cemetery number two,
Terlincthun British Cemerery, Wimille. All is going well and we are almost
finished when the heavens open and everyone has to rush for shelter.

Virtually to a man (and woman) everyone says ‘Tyne Cot again’. We
are saturated. Steve decides to leave this one unfinished (a first for
a tour) as we are getting behind time and we continue to our third
and largest cemetery of the weekend at Etaples, with the 10892
graves being completed in showery conditions. As we leave and
head for Arras, our base for the weekend, the sun comes out again.
This is the quietest time of the day with nearly everyone catching up
on lost sleep.
The next scheduled cemetery at Aubigny is abandoned as the
coach cannot get up the narrow lane through the village and John
takes us into Arras giving us a quick, unintentional tour of the centre
and once more shows us his driving prowess by taking the coach
down some very narrow side streets. He did mention that Arras is
not one of his ‘favourite’ destinations for taking a 35 seater coach.
John Macrae’s grave

We check into the Mercure Hotel and everyone goes off to freshen up before the now regular First
Evening Team Dinner. We are joined for the meal by some volunteers who are now resident on the
Continent and will be with us for most of the weekend. After a very enjoyable buffet, where the food just
seemed to keep on coming, Steve welcomed the newcomers, Duncan and Elaine Andrews from the
South of France, David and Kay Lovell from Paris and Martin Shilton from Germany. He then advised that
there would be some changes to the itinerary - we would have a satellite tour with Peter Gillings and
Martin Shilton going off to do some of the smaller cemeteries in Martin's van during the daytime and
joining up again in the evening. (Both were “virgins” to the tour and to the area and had an enjoyable
couple of days and even managed to visit some of the sights.) After his welcome speech Steve opened
his market stall and began distributing team shirts to everyone.
Dinner over some retired to the bar, some retired to
their room for the night as it had been a very long
day (02.00 starts) but one intrepid team of
explorers, led by Martin Harvey, decided to set off
on a recce from the hotel. He led us to the other
side of the tracks en route to a bar he could
remember having visited. This was eventually
aborted when it proved to be further away than at
first envisaged. We found a bar quite near to our
hotel where the gang decided to encamp. Debs
had her first, by now obligatory, Irish Coffee and we
toasted absent friends.
Saturday 16 May
This was to be our busiest day of the weekend with 12 cemeteries to be
visited by the coach party so a hearty breakfast and a 09.00 departure,
delayed somewhat by the other coach in the car park which again gave
John a chance to show off his manoeuvering prowess. We headed south
towards the Somme. The usual format was followed with much getting on
and off the coach. In the larger cemeteries Steve organised a rolling
barrage, usually starting at the farthest away point and returning to the
entrance, so that all headstones were covered. As usual we were all
impressed by the care and attention given by the gardeners to the plots
and also with the variety and colours of the plants. We determined that
May is the ideal time otherwise the foliage would be too high and in full
bloom.
There were the usual various sub-projects being undertaken with Phil
doing his VCs and any unusual headstones; Nigel Wade who was
looking for headstones with the same family surname but this time
more especially for ‘Men of Worth’ from the Worth Valley area of West
Yorkshire. At times he had the whole gang ‘Wadeing’ through the
cemeteries looking for certain headstones. Pauline was still in search
of her Reverend Gentlemen, the padres who served with the forces.
She was by now starting to come off the coach. Her foot had to be
kept dry and we had by now lost the rain but had found the wind! She
had contemplated the ‘plastic bag on the foot’ method but this proved
to be unnecessary, much to her relief.
Nigel searches for ‘Scan’ mode

Liz had been reading one of her books on the First World War and
was looking for the grave of one particular officer. We completed the

photography part of the cemetery and she then informed us that he was not mentioned in the register so
must have been using a nom de plume. We then started scouring the headstones to find the elusive
gentleman without success. Back on the coach she then discovered that it was the next cemetery he was
buried in!

